
My Neighbor Totoro – Applied art for the web 

My Neighbor Totoro – The design process 
 
Why this film?  
It took me a while to settle on ‘My Neighbor Totoro’, because I figured it could be quite a 
challenge to make a design for an animated film that didn’t compete with the style of 
animations itself.  However, when I re-watched the film under the guise of ‘research’, I 
realised already from the opening credits (more on that later) that there were so many 
possible avenues for starting the design, and it would be fun to try and create a design 
that would appeal to adults and children alike. I then realised this would be another 
chance at working in Illustrator which would be helpful for my major project, and a 
possibility to incorporate some animations for a more playful feel. From there, it felt like I 
had so many things I wanted to do for the site, I had to hold myself back instead! 
 

Fonts 
I originally chose ‘Playfair Display’ from Google Fonts for my heading font, as it 
somewhat mimics the font used in the actual movie posters/promotional material. 
However, whilst looking around, I happened upon ‘Amatic SC’. I really liked its 
handwritten, almost clumsy feel to its characters, and I loved how it looked once on 
screen. I ultimately went with ‘Amatic SC’ since I thought it displayed more character 
than ‘Playfair Display’ in a way that was more beneficial for the overall design, rather 
than just choosing a font that mimicked the real thing used in the posters.   
 
However, I did use the Studio Ghibli logo as inspiration for my body font: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I wasn’t able to get any certain ID on the actual font in the logo whilst searching on the 
internet, but I went to Google Fonts in search of a sans-serif font with some of the same 
characteristics, such as a wide ‘o’, and the short cap on the capital ‘T’. I finally settled on 
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‘Poppins’, which I felt was a good contrast with the tall, narrow characters of ‘Amatic SC’, 
and had a similar friendliness to it.  
 

Colours & graphics 
I knew I would have no shortage of colour scheme options, given the beautiful range of 
colours used in the film throughout. Originally, I flitted between ideas such as going for a 
darker theme based on the famous ‘bus stop’ scene:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Or taking inspiration from the credits:  
 

 
 
However, the darker theme felt wrong since the film is otherwise so bright and happy 
and it would have been a shame not to make use of this. I did use the credits as some 
of my inspiration though, particularly whilst creating the graphics (such as the 
mushroom animations on the ‘reviews’ page).  
 
In fact, once I had all of my written content, I started with the graphics – I have a 
particular personal fondness for the soot sprites, so these were the ones I made first, as 
well as a whole range of Totoroes – the original, the blue Totoro, the white ones that 
appear in the credits, and so on. I didn’t end up using all of these in the end design, but I 
modified most of them in some way once I had more of the layout finished. For 
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example, the soot sprites were originally intended for a sprite (the web kind!) for the 
header – however, these ended up being too small, as you couldn’t really see the 
details of their little spikes on smaller screens, and they looked a little too ‘blobby’. 
However, once more of the layout took shape, I redesigned the soot sprite SVGs so that 
they could be used as background images on the homepage and the ‘Tickets’ page 
once a certain screen width was reached as a sort of ‘surprise’ if a user happened to 
change the width of their browser window.  
 
The overall colour scheme for the site emerged from playing with possible colours once 
I had a few elements for the pages – for example, the gradient used in the background 
was something I settled once I decided on the large ‘Totoro’ on the home-page. I took 
the blue and the cream from some scenery stills from the movie, and then modified the 
hues a little so that they felt more harmonious with my illustrations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The pink for the show-times/buy ticket buttons and the links came from Mei’s pink dress 
in the movie, though I adjusted it to a deeper red tone for the links to ensure better 
contrast for accessibility. In the end I thought this suited the design really well – for 
instance, the ‘buy tickets’ button as a result stands out on the home-page, which is 
fitting, given that that is the primary call to action on the home page.  
 

Approach – Motives & layout 
There were a few things to consider when designing each page – of course we had 
some instruction for what each page should contain, but I added a few more 
requirements whilst building the pages. I wanted the ‘the film’ page (the home page) to 
have a strong impact once a user lands on it – this is why it has the biggest h1 and 
image, with animated Totoro so that it fades into the page slowly to draw the user’s 
interest, for both adults and children alike. This part takes up the majority of the 
window’s height on first load which is intended, so that the user is intrigued into scrolling 
down for more information. This is also why the next section holds the immediate details 
about promoting the film showing, and the big pink button that contrasts with the rest 
of the elements around it, to take them to the tickets page.  
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For our ‘third’ page of our choice, I decided on making a ‘reviews’ page, as I figured this 
one would be more geared for parents, who might like to read some critics’ opinions on 
the movie before buying tickets. However, this page also has the most stills from the 
movie, so that there is still some visual interest should a child happen upon the page. I 
found making a layout for this page the hardest, particularly for the wider screens. 
Whilst playing around with CSS Grid for a more typical tile layout, I really liked the 
masonry effect that came about from using it so after a bit of fidgeting with the actual 
details (such as switching the images from sitting beside another to stacking on top), I 
was really happy with the end result.  
 
Whilst the ‘reviews’ page probably has the most contrasting layout compared to the 
other two, the ‘tickets’ page had some particular considerations that impacted its 
overall design. I knew I didn’t want an animation on this page at the top, like the other 
two have. This was because I didn’t want any immediate distraction from the show-
time buttons which are the most important elements on this page in my mind, since I 
wanted to encourage the user to pick one! I did add a blue Totoro as a background 
image once the screen width gets large enough to accommodate him, which I felt was 
a good way of adding some visual interest to what otherwise was potentially dead 
space, without completely drawing attention away from those buttons.  
 

 
 
If I had any immediate criticism of the site, it’s probably that each page has quite a 
different layout, and thus the CSS is quite page-specific – I did try to take as global an 
approach as possible, but that proved more and more complicated once I started to 
tweak each ‘section’ on each page. I am happy still with the end result, since it is after 
all what I wanted, but if the site had been any larger in terms of the number of pages, I’d 
probably need to heavily reconsider this!  



    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 


